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Is your legacy technology holding you back? 
As digital-native start-ups continue to disrupt established markets and out-innovate their  incumbent 
counterparts, more and more businesses are feeling the pressure to get ahead of the digital curve. 

The legacy IT systems, which seemed so capable a few years ago are rapidly becoming  
obsolete, as evolving customer and stakeholder expectations drive demand for leading-edge data   
analytics, machine learning and AI. A problem compounded by rising ‘technology debt’ and end of life 
support for many legacy solutions. The cost of this legacy infrastructure? Ever increasing maintenance 
costs, greater risk of failure and limited future use.

It’s time to build a foundation for the future and unlock the benefits of a becoming Data and  
Application Ready Enterprise.

Increased Efficiency: 
Providing repeatability and rapid integration of innovative new systems, technology 
modernisation empowers your organisation to take advantage of advances in AI and ma-
chine learning to drive operational efficiency.  

Improve Business Agility:
Stay one step ahead with a future-proof IT system, one that offers the speed, data insight 
and flexibility required to drive innovation and growth.

Strengthen Security & Safeguard Data Compliance: 
Eliminate visibility-limiting data silos and ensure compliance with government or  industry 
regulations and reduce IT vulnerability associated with end of life technology applications.

Reduce Maintenance & Support Costs:
Spend less time on solution maintenance and reduce dependency on high cost, retiring 
skills resources with modern IT systems designed to meet the needs of your current and 
future business requirements.

Why Choose Storm Technology? 
 

Despite the business potential, the path to the digital world is not always an easy 
one, requiring not only a shift in the technologies themselves but in the technology 
strategy and often a fresh set of IT sills. 

Leveraging over 20 years experience delivering innovative technology solutions 
across a wide range of industry sectors, Storm helps organisations like your harness 
the power of Technology Modernisation. We work with you to build a roadmap for 
digital success, providing advisory consulting and technical expertise, all backed by 
a proven best practice methodology 

We partner with your business to accelerate the assessment, prioritisation and  
re-design of existing technology systems, providing a roadmap for delivery that 
aligns with your organisational goals and objectives. We work with you through the 
modernisation efforts, scaling the level of service provided to align with your existing 
IT resources and capabilities.
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Application Modernisation 
 

Unleash your Business Potential with Application Modernisation
Faced with the challenge of competing with industry disruptor’s and the globalisation 
of the business landscape, IT departments are coming under increasing pressure 
to maximise return on existing applications and drive competitive advantage through the  
incorporation of innovative technology solutions, yet many such departments are already 
over-burdened with the ‘technology debt and integration limitations associated with such legacy 
applications. 
 
Storm’s Application Modernisation solution is focused on helping your business overcome these 
challenges. Providing your team with future-ready applications designed to support innovative 
technologies and business optimisation solutions while safeguarding your existing technology  
investments.

Define
A deep dive into your organisaton to understand your business structure,  
objectives and existing data landscape with a focus on understanding the data processes 
and reports that currently drive the business forward to advise and agree on the report(s) 
for development during Data Modernisation Program. Our team will also provide you 
with an overview of the capabilities and benefits of Power BI to help prepare your team 
for the data modernisation journey.

Develop
Consolidating data from across the organisation and layering intelligent data  
reporting capabilities with Power BI. Our team prepares early visualisations of business 
critical data for quick data accessibility wins, while strengthening your teams  
understanding of the data technology resource landscape.

Deploy
Following the review and refinement of early data visualisations a final report is 
published to users across the organisation, representing a quick win in terms of data 
accessibility. With a focus on long term success a tailored roadmap for data  
modernisation will be provided, with identification of both immediate and long-term 
 data strategies.
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Evaluate
A strategic business initiative, application modernisation begins with an 
in-depth analysis of not only the application(s) but the organisational 
objectives and modernisation triggers (strategic and technical). A  
modernisation assessment is also conducted to assess application suitability across 
criteria such as architecture, functionality, data services, performance and security risk.

Propose
Following a review of each individual application in light of the 5R’s of application 
modernisation (Re-host, Re-factor, Re-architect, Rebuilt and Replace) our team will 
build out a roadmap for modernisation designed to maximise long term success and 
provide the flexibility phase modernisation in line with business need

Plan
With priority applications identified and agreed, our teams or units are aligned for fac-
tors such as internal resourcing, priority, technical debt and business impact to create 
a project plan with benchmarks for success agreed.

Build
Modernisation implementation begins according to the agreed project plan and in-
line with a proven Storm project methodology including frequent delivery, measurable 
goals or metrics and automated DevOps pipelines.

Monitor, Maintain, Enhance
Central to the overall Storm project methodology is the provision of continual 
application monitoring and maintenance where necessary delivered through 
a scalable support agreement or via the transfer of critical knowledge to  
your team. Ad-hoc application analysis can also be delivered to guarantee  
continuous modernisation, transformation and innovation.
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Data Modernisation 
 

Transform your Data Estate and Enhance the Value of Your Data
Successful business leaders have always relied on some form of data to help them make strategic  
business decisions, build lasting customer relationships and optimise business processes. As the vol-
ume of data available world-wide continues to grow exponentially, companies seeking to get ahead are  
transforming existing data processes and infrastructure, to turn big data into actionable business insight.

Unlock the value in your business data and kick start your data modernisation journey with Storm’s Data 
Modernisation Program
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Get in touch
Storm Technology is an Irish owned and operated Microsoft 
Business Technology Consultancy and Solutions Partner. We 
specialise in building solutions that enable our clients to 
gain better value faster from their technology investment.

Dublin   Galway
The Capel Building  Galway Bus. Park
Mary’s Abbey   Upper Newcastle Rd.
Dublin 7   Dangan
D07 N977   H91 RWF1

T: +353 1 416 1226
E: info@storm.ie
W: www.storm.ie
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